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IMPORTANT 

INFORMATION 

Nationality – Ukrainian  

Age – 27 years old 

Marital status – married  

Type of visa – family reunion 

(allows to work more than 20 

hours per week) 

 

Education:  

Nord Universitet i Bodø 

currently – Norwegian Language 

and Society; 

from the next semester – 

International Relations (taught in 

Norwegian).  

 

Contact information:  

 

+47 48596081  

daria_gurova@yahoo.com 

 

8210 Fauske 

Haugveien 9 

 

DARIA HUROVA-SOLHEIM 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS OFFICER CANDIDATE |CURRENT INFORMATION 

DIRECTOR OF ISU BODØ 

MOTIVATION LETTER 

     I moved to Norway a year ago and of course it was a life-changing 

decision. My life was active in Ukraine, I used to work on different projects 

and ideas (some of them were very challenging) and I wanted to remain the 

same here in Norway and develop skills which I already had. Thus, the idea 

to join ISU Bodø appeared and for the entire year it played an essential role 

in my life. Of course, we arranged different activities, events and 

entertainments for our students. Some of the them were struggling learning 

Norwegian so we organized a language café on the permanent base to let 

them practice and develop their communicative skills.  

      Although, I can see that it is not enough. The Norwegian society is, in a 

way, very special one and not easy for integration . We can create some 

comfort for foreigners, but quite often we co-exist with Norwegians as two 

different societies within one university. I truly appreciate, that University 

creates such programs as Peer Support which is meant to help students to 

feel better and overcome some struggles, like being homesick. But treating 

homesickness won’t help, if the person feels as an outsider. So, my goal is to 

make ISU really visible and strong organization, attractive for both 

Norwegian and International societies and be a platform for 

communication, because only by doing this we can be a bridge-builders 

between foreigners and Norwegians and say that we help students to 

integrate.  

      For the last year I’ve been studying Norwegian politics and policy, 

society and political institutions. It gives me better understanding of how 

Norwegian society works, their values, culture and historical background. I 

also study Norwegian language and next year going to take an International 

Relations program. As an emigrant, I came here to stay, so in my case it is 

not a temporary experience, so I’m interested in long term results.  

From before, I have good communicative experience with different kinds of 

people: from social and political activists to world famous rock-stars.  

As a project-manager and organizer of concerts I had to negotiate to 

convince people to co-operate. I also had to co-work with city council and 

public institutions. Thus, I believe that my experience, responsibility and 

education allow me to be very helpful as a political affairs officer in ISU 

Norway.  
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